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SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR VENUE
CONTROLLED BUY-BACK AND RESELLING
OF ACCESS PRIVILEGES AND TICKETS TO
CLOSED GROUP EVENTS

counter for on-line operation, or Wired, only to avoid prob
lems related to batteries and the di?iculties of timely replace
ment.
In all instances, elaborate means are necessary to ensure

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

that at a given time interval, the door lock Will recognize the
token to be bona ?de, and, if possible, With an approved
length of stay. In addition, means must be provided to ensure
that authorized hotel employees can gain entrance to the hotel
room, to provide routine and emergency services, e.g., clean

The present invention relates to secured access to real and

virtual venues, and, in particular, to systems and methods for

ing or forced entrance to care for a disabled guest. In many

monitoring and controlling personal access in dynamically
changing large closed groups.

installations, such hotel service personnel Would have master
electronic or mechanical master keys. Synchronizing the sys
tem, so that a door Will recognize a synchronously encoded

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

key to alloW legitimate entrance at a given time, is typically
the problem that faces designers of such systems. Typically, a
neW synchronized key or keys must be presented to the hotel

It is Well knoWn that croWd control is necessary in many
common venues, such as sports events, rock concerts, hotels,
universities, and others It Would also be desirable to handle
croWd control in Ways that are amenable to integrating ancil

lary services and products that are user friendly, and bene?

door, When a guest’s key is inoperative. Such service, typi
cally, overrides normal security procedures. The principle
20

cial to both the system operator and to the user.

The backbone of this inventive system is the integration of

ognize the unique features of the token or key. Electronic keys
typically possess time-variant features, and the systems typi
cally employ vulnerable schemes for synchronization,

a multiplicity of modern methods and apparatus around an

accelerated people behavior control concept Which could
typically alloW a concurrently available single smart card
chip, off-line, to authenticate a vital up-to-date estimation of

25

a single member of group of over tWo million members, or for
a stadium control box to knoW even more relevant informa
tion about one or more individual from a plurality of mem

bership groups, e.g., all of the fans of all of the leagues in the

30

United Kingdom. Using this proprietary tested method,
sports arenas and concert halls, universities and hotels can
offer services and product in a more amenable fashion, at

Whereas any mechanical time-variance entails manual

mechanical adjustment or replacement.
Manually synchronized mechanical locks are described in
Sedley, US. Pat. No. 4,312,198. Sedley’s lock consisted ofa
non-magnetic key studded With small magnets, operative to
repel magnetic studs in the lock mechanism. The placement
of the studs in the lock could be changed manually by a tool
operative to alter the small magnet “combination”. Saliga, in
US. Pat. No. 5,397,884 suggests a time variant code system,
Where the hotel check-in desk Would algorithmically insert a
series of time linked codes relating to the projected stay of the
guest in the hotel. The door lock’s microprocessor With a
real-time clock, Would then ascertain if a link code in the

loWer cost, With any such level of security Which Would be
commensurate to the state of art, the resources available to the

users, oWners and unfortunately, the vast capabilities and
resources of adversaries.

Hotel operators typically control hotel guests’ access to
hotel rooms With mechanical locks and metal keys, and

involved in such conventional mechanical lock and electroni
cally controlled door lock settings is that that the a door must
be synchronized With speci?c parameters in advance to rec

key’s memory matches a current access code. US. Pat. No.

mechanically differentiated, magnetically coded, or chip

5,939,694 describes a check-in station for hotels, operative to
issue time linked access control devices for VingCard AS,
NorWay’s diverse access control product line of magnetic

card tokens. Stadium operators serve dynamically active
croWds, consisting of enthusiastic fans of local and often

devices. US. Pat. No. 5,321,395 describes a Wireless elec

40

striped plastic cards, smart cards, and other plastic security

adversarial teams; several classes of season subscribers; cor

porate and other fans With various entitlements; “aWays”

45

(mostly fans from the opposing team); buy-back “ticket”

time variant keycode of entrance.
The methods of this invention are operative to safely prove
identity of a valid entity in a system, to supply information to
a cryptographically operated reader, With relative small

purchasers (from season subscribers Who get remuneration
for matches they cannot attend Where the seat may be sold to
an entitled fan or a chance purchasers); and of vital impor

tance, stadium and sport club employees. As opposed to rela

50

tively acquiescent hotel guests or university students, sports

memory size able to alloW off-line entry to an applicant for
entrance pendant on recent or immediate status of the appli

cant, as to the point of entry, the expected time interval of

fans are often an unruly croWd, With adversarial interests,
demanding intense service in a short time interval.

entry, and in some instances to revert in due time to an on-line
mode as Would be necessary in a croWd control environment,

Hotel keepers typically abandoning conventional door
locks With keys, as they suffer from expensive lock mainte
nance, often demanding key replacement, lock adjustment or

tronic smart card type access control system, Wherein a via a
tuned circuit, a Wireless contactless is activated to emulate a

55

or time and attendance entrance points for university or hotel

employees.

lock replacement typically caused by the “forgetful” guest

Older Fortress GB Ltd. systems, some of Which Were

Who fails to return his keys upon leaving the hotel. Typically,
conventional door locks are being replaced by a variety of
coded plastic devices. Popular entitlement devices are mag

deployed several years ago, handle up to 50,000 dynamically

changing system clients, and presently deployed systems are
60

able to accommodate up to 250,000 system clients in a dis

netic stripe cards, magnetically coded and semiconductor
embedded chip keys resembling conventional keys and

bursed environment With a plurality of entry points. Fortress

mechanically coded (typically With strategically placed
holes) tokens.

such large clientele. The neW systems, Will easily accommo
date up to 1,000,000 potential users of such a system, Where

Typically, the electronic lock acceptors are self-contained,

GB Ltd’s competitors have not been able to control access to

65

each of the 1,000,000 applicants for entry are recognizable in

off-line operative and battery poWered; occasionally the

any one of the plurality of off-line points of entry. With neW

devices are Wired; either netWorked to the guest check-in

loW-cost orders of magnitude large non-volatile memory,

US 8,261,979 B2
3
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future entry controllers Will easily accommodate, off-line,

tional bene?t Wouldbe an on-line libretto, in the vernacular or

the original, sponsored by an advertiser, or paid for by the

hundreds of millions of users’ tokens and tens of millions of
reader devices, embedded in a plurality of conventional and
futuristic devices.
These systems have been and are being deployed With a

user.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

multiplicity of security levels, methods and devices. Typi
cally, the connections betWeen the readers, servers, issuing
computers and door and gate controllers have been protected
With Public Key and symmetric Cryptographic means, e.g.,
RSA, DES, 3DES and Wolfram methods. Multi-application
and multi-vendor applications have typically been imple
mented on public key protected smart cards and SIM chips.
Users have had the bene?t of multi-application public key
protected smart cards and a plurality of emulated public key
applications, using contactless Inside and Mifare devices.
In applicant’s Provisional US. application No. 60/565,
3 93, methods and apparatus for communicating With contact

The folloWing terms are used in the speci?cation and draW
ings and are hereby clari?ed commensurate to usage in the

speci?cations and draWings:
Acceptable token: a token operative to prove to a token ter
minal that a token holder has received authorization com

mensurate With acceptance criteria of said terminal device
to alloW access privileges.

Access: the controlled privilege of physical and or virtual
15

nized by the system operator to be in good standing and
belonging to an operator-authorized community.

less smart cards are described, Wherein the antenna in the

terminal device, e.g., mobile phones, USB secured mass
memory devices (Intelli?ers) depicted in FIGS. 14 and 15 are
integrated into the keypad of said terminal devices. In this
patent We suggest that the antenna may also be included in the

20

Micro Tag Temed Ltd., Wherein such materials and means of
detection are revealed in US. Pat. No. 5,986,550. In this
document, We refer to the applied proprietary material as

embodiments for transmitting terminal-generated electro
magnetic signals for excitation of magnetic resonance, and
for detecting resonance frequencies of NMR-detectable
25

substances, typically as disclosed in applicant’s provi
sional US. Patent Application, 60/565,393.
Applicant: a user Who has presented a token to a terminal,

thereby, typically implicitly requesting privileged access,
30

e.g., applying, With a mobile phone Intelli?er to a betting
terminal to negotiate a bet; applying a contactless smart
card to an Intelli?er.

magnetic icons, or by the applicant’ s trademark, Magicon. In

Application: a procedure or set of procedures that enable

the draWings We have depicted a Magicon residing in the

users to bene?t from computerized systems; e.g., a betting

same near ?eld With semiconductor elements containing

memory elements that may be adversely affected by the

Antenna: a con?guration of electrical conductors embedded
in terminals and tokens, to enable Wireless communication

betWeen the terminals and tokens, and also in preferred

front plastic case or plastic clam shell cover of a terminal, to

reduce poWer consumption, especially important for very
near ?eld NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) used in unique
substance detection, e.g., the materials manufactured by

entrance into a venue.

Active member of community: a token-oWning user recog

application typically includes procedures to inform users
35

strong NMR ?elds. In such instances it may be necessary to

of current odds; procedures to transfer value from a user’s

account to the betting system account; and procedures to

either apply higher concentrations of proprietary detectable

transfer value from a betting system account to a user’s

magnetically resonating substances, or alternately, to assure
that the semiconductor memory element is designed to be
suf?ciently immune to the electro-magnetic ?eld necessary

Arena: a dynamically changing closed environment to Which
audiences, spectators or members of a community have

account.
40

for validating the existence of the proprietary substance.
The idea of Wireless communicating With microchip

restricted rights of entry, e.g., stadiums, concert halls, ball
rooms, etc.

Attached (Wireless tokens in posters according to embodi
ments of the present invention): a?ixed onto any surface,

memories With a variety of devices is described in applicant’ s

Provisional US. application No. 60/ 565,393. In that applica
tion the device antenna is on the keypad or the front cover of

imprinted thereon, or embedded in a material or substrate

the terminal device. The idea of communicating With posters

thereof. Typically secured passive or active Wireless elec
tronic devices attached to posters relates to secured passive

via mobile devices also appears in “KoWalski’s Big Bet on

Contactless”, in Card Technology of May 2004, page 31.

or active typically Wireless electronic devices, Which are

attached to posters, non-limiting examples of Which are
paper orplastic. Such devices typically include an antenna,

In this invention, We have set out bases for business plans

and technological combinations for negotiating product pur
chases, for mobile phone betting at the arena or purchasing
tickets to a rock concert, etc., Where the incentive is a poster
With an embedded equivalent of a large memory smart card.

Typically, embedded in the microchip is a proprietary mate

rial, typically one of the unique Micro Tag’s proprietary NMR
resonating materials, recognizable by the contactless mag

a microcontroller, and non-volatile memory.
Attend: to gain access or to become a spectator, participant,
observer, or user in a controlled participation event, e. g., a
soccer game, a rock concert, a conference, a forum.
55 Attribute: a property, or characteristic of a user or token,

non-limiting examples Which include: a privilege, an
entitlement, a status, and other single-valued operator-cer

netic scanner via the smart card contactless antenna, typi

cally, giving assurance of origin of the token substrate. The

ti?ed qualities used as criteria for controlled access. More
speci?c attributes include, but are not limited to: season

mobile phone doWnloads the event program, a betting card, a

mobile phone negotiation application from a poster. During
or previous to the event, the user can place bets, learn the

results of his Wagers and receive last-minute updates of other
sporting events Where Wagers may still be recorded. At a
symphony concert, the user Will knoW that his phone Will not
ring, except at intermission, and he Will have, on the mobile
screen, a revieW of the program, the instrumentalists, the
sponsors, possibly With advertisements. At an opera, an addi

60

subscriber, expected attendee, VIP, club steWard, credit
rating, credit alloWance, gender, age group, a veteran sta
tus, marital status, etc.
Authenticate: to establish the relevant status of a token and the

token holder. Authentication processes include crypto

graphic (symmetric and asymmetric) certi?cation and
proof of validity processes; processes that prove origin of
an authorized priority; processes that include but are not

US 8,26l,979 B2
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5
limited to prove that the token holder is the entitled owner

chaser is a member of the community Who has reserved

of the token, e.g. biometric identi?cation or knowledge of

preferential rights to purchase such privilege. In preferred

con?dential information, typically knoWn only to the

embodiments, the operator’s ticketing of?ce is entitled to
deliver tokens issued by the issuing station and to issue

authenticator and the token oWner.
Authenticator: any means or individual authorized or entitled

tokens authorized by the issuing station, typically for

to authenticate entities; e.g., users, tokens, proprietary sub

simple one-time authorized ticket tokens.

stances, etc.

Clock, Real-Time Clock: a device operative to measure and
reveal date and time of day, in the conventional sense.

Authorization: the quali?cation of status and priorities of
system users.Authorization is typically manifested in issu

Typically, a clock is battery backed and reasonably accu
rate, typically used to aid in de?ning time frames for token
holder’s priorities; e.g., a steWard’s free entrance priority
typically is for speci?c events several hours previous to the
event; a hotel maid’s token’ s priority is typically for a given

ing tokens identifying users and user status, in a manner in

Which system devices, e.g., terminals, university and hotel
door locks, point of sale, betting computers and other
devices can provably authenticate.
Authorizations for controlled access: entitlements granted by
an entity and/or device authorized by the system operator
and veri?able by system-authorized terminals and token
readers.
Barcodes: a commonly used optically identi?able coding sys
tem consisting of varied Width numerically identi?able
black bars. In preferred embodiments of this invention,
barcodes are invisibly masked by a coating of invisible ink,

day, to a given section of rooms, for a de?ned time frame;
a token holder Who purchased entrance privilege to an
event after terminals activity lists Were updated, i.e., after

20

proof of entrance privilege, thereby alloWing access,
despite the absence of proof of the token holder’s proof of
privilege on the terminal’s activity listing. Typically, ?le

identi?able only When radiated by a resonating frequency
numerically encoded and crypto graphically identi?able by
the system. In more secure preferred embodiments, the bar
code is printed With magnetic ink on a black non-magnetic
substrate, and covered With a secret invisible ink. In such
embodiments, only a barcode reader is operative to read the

listings include time-stamps.
25

coding, and normal copying machine, such as a typical

Xerox device, is incapable of copying the printed magnetic
ink barcode on the black substrate, the magnetic ink reader

30

could not read a non-magnetic ink, and a suitable invisible
ink detector detects the absence of the invisible ink cover

35

trol physical access of persons.
Biometric identi?er: a quanti?able, measurable, and com

Community: a dynamically changing group of users and/or
40

Examples of such uniquely de?nable attributes include, but
are not limited to: facial images, ?ngerprint images, ?nger

tem operator. Non-limiting examples include: the commu

geometry measurements, unique data that a user knoWs,

universities. Also, a dynamically changing group of tokens
45

tor, else he entrusts a third party With her/his valuable

Which also includes tokens that an operator intends to
issue.

Complement, binary: the act of changing the binary value of
a bit; i.e., a previously-set “1”. (one bit value) is changed to
50

a “0” (zero bit value); and a previously-set “0” (zero bit
value) is changed to a “1” (one bit value). A bit is comple
mented only if the previous value of the bit does not signify
the present authenticator determined value; e.g., if a

passed-back token is presented to the token-reader, typi

subscription user’ s privilege to attend an event. The opera

tor refunds a portion of the price of the subscription and is
able to resell the privilege to anotherpatron. The subscriber
typically chooses to arrange the buy-back With the opera

users’ tokens With interests typically common to the sys

nities of students, patrons, performers, and employees of
universities, symphony orchestras, football clubs, hotels or

magnetic resonance images of body parts, etc. Templates
for comparing such attributes are preferably stored and
evaluated in tokens and or in secured devices, typically
from secured data bases.
Blocked List: a ?le listing Wherein speci?c token-identifying
bits signify that a numbered token is permanently denied
(revoked) or temporarily denied (rescinded) of the entitle
ment relevant to the listing. Typically, the blocked listing
includes a time-stamp.
Buy-Back: the pro?table scheme for “recycling” a season

Cluster: a group of conceptually allied entities typically inter
connected or capable of being controlled by a central con
troller; e.g., the group of gates regulated by a control box;
the troop of steWards monitoring croWd movements; the

betting computers in the arena; the disbursed personal
computers With Intelli?ers.

puter and human recognizable physical attribute, useful for
enhancing user identi?cation and proof of a one-to-one
relation to ID tokens for applications de?ned herein.

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) system enhancement: any
of various options typically synchronized to a user’s enter
ing a controlled area. Typical CCTV enhancements display
user images on control box monitors, to record, analyze,
and compare such images to users’ images in typically
con?dential operator’s data bases, and to transmit images
to an arena control room to aid in controlling illicit appli
cants, unruly users and or groups of users.

ing.
Barrier: a physical obstruction, typically computer con
trolled, e.g., turnstiles, gates, locks, etc., operative to con

cutoff time. After cutoff time, purchase tokens have certi
?ed authenticateable time-stamps recorded in the token
alloWing terminal devices to grant access subsequent to

55

cally, entitlement to enter has been rescinded, and the
entitlement bit has been revoked. In such an instant, pas

sage Will be denied, and the binary entitlement bit Will not

be complemented. Typically, the steWard Will be alerted,
and the event Will be recorded in a history ?le, to be statis

token. This prevents the typically illicit practice of hoard
tically analyzed.
ing and scalping. The process is typically accelerated and 60 Control Box, Control Box Sub-systems: a gate-controlling
module consisting of one or more computer devices With
simpli?ed by the Fortress GB Ltd. proprietary listing sys
activity listings to enable token terminals and readers to
tem, and is an integral part of the process demonstrated in
ascertain entrance priorities, to supply statistics to venue
FIG. 5. In a preferred embodiment, typically, the issuing
netWork servers and to control operation of turnstiles and
station complements the subscriber’s bit in the “expected
binary list of attendee tokens”, before cut-off-time, subse 65
other barriers, to operate light indicators, and, in higher
security embodiments to execute a combination of other
quently enabling the ticketing station to process a second
privilege. In preferred embodiments typically the pur
functions, e.g., to operate data or image monitors, to con
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trol and record images of spectators Who have passed the
barriers, to ascertain origin of token, etc.
Cut-off-time, Cut-off-time stamp: a predetermined instant
When listings for speci?ed peripherals are ?nalized, Which
is certi?ed or “stamped”, typically by a cryptographic pro
cess. Consequently, any grant of rights and/or privileges
issued after such an instant, typically requires operator

ID Token: a device used for identi?cation of the token holder

and the token holder’s privileges; used interchangeably
herein With “tokens”, contact smart cards, contactless

smart cards, and other Wireless proximity devices, and/or
printed ticket type devices With any combination or use of

single protective security means, such as masked magnetic
ink and as in preferred embodiments of this invention invis

ible in masked barcodes and proprietary Magicons; bio

terminal’ s validation of the token’s entitlement. Typically,
in order to grant entitlement, such a process proves to the

metric identi?cation With smart card con?dentially con

trolled identifying template; etc.

terminal that the token’s memory contains a secret, or a

provable trace of a secret, Which is dif?cult for an attacker

Initialization, Token Initialization: typically a process or a
series of processes, operative to prepare a token With con

to contrive, thereby proving operator’s authorization.

?dential attributes, prior to the personalization process,

Data Base: a collection of one or more typically con?dential

data ?les containing data relevant to users’ status, priori

ties, ?nancial accounts, paid up subscriptions, expected

Which is typically enacted at a proprietary Fortress GB Ltd.
15

Door Lock, Door Lock Controller: a typically off-line pas
sage controller device operative to authenticate token

When irradiated by a resonating frequency operative in

devices’ assigned rights of entry, in a given time interval,
With mechanisms to enable the token holder to open the

20

door upon removal of the authenticated token. Typically,
the internal computerized door lock mechanism records
the history of entrees and the time of day and the date of
25

typically, isolated device. A Door Master is particularly
operative to initialize and update off-line devices, espe
cially door locks. Typically, the PDA: doWn-loads updated

activity listings and operating softWare to update such
activity listings in said off-line devices. In preferred

multi-factor security computer peripherals, as disclosed in
applicant’s U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.
60/565,393. Such devices typically communicate With
tokens, to securely record and transmit data and to enable
negotiations. Typical Intelli?ers are con?gured in USB
computer peripherals and in secured mobile phones.
Issuing station: a system, device, or combination thereof for

30

printing; microchip programming, and certifying; mag
netic stripe encoding; embossing; encoding and decoding;
operative to enhancing tokens With unique attributes, and

embodiments, software typically complements one bit of a
list to designate revocation of a token right, typically indi
cating that a speci?ed token Which previously had rights to
unlock a speci?c door lock is henceforth banned. In a

preferred embodiments of this invention to mask barcode
icons.
Intelli?er: a Fortress GB Ltd. trademark for a generic class of

entry.
Door Master: a Fortress GB Ltd. trademark for a typically
PDA driven interface betWeen a computing center and a,

issuing station.
Invisible Ink: a variety of transparent very thin ?lm masking
inks, Which display light in a visible to machine or human

participation at events, records of unruly behavior, etc.

secret or certi?ed information; and/or to enable secured
automatic process of entry, or access to a device, venue or
35

service.
Kiosk: an on-line device for serving users With necessary

university environment, only a single door lock typically

information, and, in the university environment, to cause

need be changed When either the token is revoked because

value change; e.g., to convert cash to credit for purchase of

goods, services, etc.

of loss of the token or in case of revocation of a student’s

access rights. The door lock mechanism ?rst ascertains that
the token is an active token in the university, and subse

40

quently ascertains if the token holder is provably autho
rized to unlock the door. In an alternate preferred embodi
ment, a neWly issued doorlock token may “disenfranchise”

previously entitled tokens.
Gate: a passage controlling unit typically including combi
nations of turnstiles or other barriers, token authenticating
terminals, and light indicators clustered in sections and

ard the conditions of entrance or refusal of entry of an

applicant, e.g., one color typically indicates that a token is

fully paid for, usable by any applicant, another color may
45

tion, e.g., the token Was used at the Wrong turnstile; that the

Gate Master: a Fortress GB Ltd. trademark for an interface
50

token Was already used at the event, (passed back), etc.,
typically demanding immediate attention of the steWard.

List, Activity List, Binary List, Byte List, Revoked Member
ship List: an easily-accessed ?le Wherein each addressable

computer, capable of doWn-loading updated activity list
ings, operating softWare, and to update activity listings.
Event: an expected happening that occurs during an approxi
mated time frame, to Which token holders aspire to partici

indicate use of a child’s token, Wherein the steWard Will
typically ascertain that the token Was not used by an adult,

?ashing lights typically indicate a potential serious viola

controlled by a control box.

betWeen a computing device, typically a PDA, and a token
accepting terminal in a cluster of gates Which is typically
temporarily or permanently not netWorked to a central

Light Indicator: a generic term typically used in sports sta
dium for visual display devices, similar or identical to
conventional tra?ic lights, for clearly indicating to a steW

memory bit or Word (typically a byte) de?nes status of one
token/token holder relevant to a listing. In a compact uni
55

versity door lock each bit in the ?le relates to a speci?c
index number of a token, in circulation, or potentially to be

pate; e.g., Wrestling matches, football games, concerts,
movies, unlocking of doors.

issued by the university. A revocation bit is typically

ID: required identi?cation of a user, relative to the context of
the application or section of thereof; e.g., at a stadium
tumstile, the user or user’s token may be required only to

instances Where a token Was issued rights to unlock said

complemented, e.g., changed from zero to one, in those
60

door lock and Where such rights have been revoked. In the
arena environment, each token is typically represented by a

byte, typically describing status and expectation of partici
prove at least, temporary membership in a community, the
pation of the token holder in the concurrent event. Typi
right to enter the stadium at a de?ned section, and proof of
having ful?lled requirements for attendance at an event.
cally, such ?le listings include a time-stamp.
Within the stadium the user may typically be requested to 65 Magicon, or magnetic resonating icon: Fortress GB Ltd.
prove oWnership of the token and or rights to be seated in a
trademark, referring to an applied concentration of a suit
ably-detectable amount of proprietary NMR material onto
prede?ned location.
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permanently or temporarily not connected to or affected by
the central server or other devices in the netWork, ?xed line
or Wireless and that such device typically is operational
When not connected to such netWorks. Such off-line

a token in any detectable form, e.g., implanted in the sub
strate, mixed into printing ink and applied as a spot, a logo,
or an index number.

Mobile Telephone: any conventional mobile telephone, in the
preferred embodiments With additional antennas typically

devices are typically timely loaded With activity lists; e. g.,

operable to communicate With contactless tokens, as dis

in some preferred embodiments, a “White list” is a ?le of

closed in applicant’s U.S. Provisional Patent Application

mostly zeroes, Where the occasional one signi?es “a token
and it’s oWner are in good standing”; in other preferred

No. 60/565,393, and/or to authenticate traces of propri

etary typically magnetically resonant substances.

embodiments a zero in a “black list” signi?es that the
operator has rescinded a speci?c entitlement to a token

Near Field, Near Field Communication, NFC: refers to ISO
14443 speci?cation for close contact token communica
tions, see “KoWalski’s Big Bet on Contactless”, Card Tech
nology, May, 2004. NFC, as opposed to Far Field Commu
nication, uses a loW amplitude radiated electromagnetic
?eld to energize, activate, and communicate With a passive

holder.
On-Line: the communicative state of a device of being con
nected to the operator’s ?xed or Wireless netWork, at a

speci?c time. Typically, after cut-off time, a gate controller
box “goes” on-line only When polled by a server to supply

contactless device. In this patent, a near ?eld radiation is
also used to activate and detect magnetic resonance in a

croWd relevant statistics, e.g., the number of users Who

have entered the stadium via the gate cluster, the priority

proprietary substance.
Negotiate: to conduct a process or employ a protocol to prove
entitlement, to as sure transfer of value, or to prove identity.

20

Negotiation is used by system tokens and devices.

Operator: an entity responsible for granting and denying
users de?ned privileges, priorities status, typically in
de?ned venues, and typically by authorizing and disburs

Network: the ?xed line and Wireless netWorking necessary for
systematic regulation; e.g., statistical monitoring, and con
trol of access to devices and closed areas.

NMR, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance: in the context of this

and/ or status of said users, or instantaneously to notify the
croWd control room of potential or concurrent danger,
croWd unruliness or violence.

25

ing tokens to users in a secured manner and to maintain

control over netWorked croWd control devices and other

patent, a technology based on attributes of traces of pro

prietary substances Which When activated emit signals,

arena functions. Explicit examples of system operators in

typically unique frequency combinations, Which enable

this document are arena operators, typically football club

authentication or detection of fraud. Reference is made
herein to near-?eld NMR detection Without a strong static

administration entities, and university administrators,
30

magnetic ?eld, e.g., only affected by the miniscule natural
magnetic ?eld, Which enables reasonable readings of a
compass. Innovatively, in this patent, such detection is
enabled using the same, or a similar antenna as normally
used in contactless smart card readers.
Numerical Address (of an attribute of a token ID): a number

authorization granted after cut-off-time stamped listings
35

Participant: a user With typically limited access to a controlled

event; e.g., a participant in a conference typically is limited
to points of access, and limited in alloWed time intervals.
Passage Controller: see barriers, door lock controllers, tum
stiles and gates.
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant or Personal Data As sistant):

optional number for making the numerical address unique,
if necessary. In a typical binary listing, the least signi?cant

handheld personal computers, typically With Wireless com
munication attributes. In this invention, PDAs, used by
45

ally inserted ?ash memory devices. Typically, they include
modules to read tokens, e.g., barcodes, contactless smart

Here, “x..x” signi?es arbitrary digits.
50

token ID. In a Word type activity list, typically the Word
length is 8 bits (one byte), as 8 attributes are typically

55

su?icient for applications. In typical Word applications,
each bit signi?es a single attribute of a speci?c token

cards, or conventional contact smartcards. The steWards
typically use PDAs to aid users to knoW and ?nd seating
arrangements. In those instances Wherein arena control

boxes, door locks, information kiosks, points of sale, or
betting stalls are permanently or temporarily isolated (off
line), priority lists are typically doWnloaded into such
PDAs and subsequently doWnloaded to such isolated
devices With appropriate interfaces, e.g., Gate Masters,
Door Masters, etc. typically, off-line devices have battery
backed real time clocks, Which are typically reconciled to
exact time of day and date With said interfaces.

holder via that token-holder’s token ID. In some embodi
60

Whether the token has or has not been used at a particular

Person: see user, token holder, etc.
Performer: a user in the community, With access to restricted
areas, e.g., the locker rooms and soccer ?eld pitch.

Personalization, Token Personalization: is the process of pre

paring a token With uniqueness and con?dentiality, linking

event.

Off-line: indicates that a function, or data ?le in a device, e.g.,
a revoke list or operating program; a peripheral device, e. g.,
a betting terminal, or group of devices, e.g., a gate cluster is

steWards, are typically enabled to communicate With the
server either via an on-line Wireless netWork or With manu

Numerical Value (of a token ID): the identi?er of a token ID
taken as a number, for associating the token ID With
attribute values in an activity list, such as a list of accept
able token ID’s. The associated attributes are located via
numerical addresses related to the numerical value of the

ments, tWo bits de?ne related attributes; in a non-limiting
example, one read-only bit signi?es that a token-holder is
an expected attendee, and a second read/Write bit signi?es

have been compiled and issued. Typically, tokens have
secured means to prove authenticity of granted privilege,
e.g., asymmetric or symmetric cryptographic methods for
mass authentication.

Which uniquely identi?es a speci?c attribute in a list. Typi
cally, the numerical address is constructed via a concatena
tion of: a token ID’s numerical value; the numerical loca
tion of the bit or bits indicating the attribute; and an

hexadecimal digit of the attribute’s numerical address
(typically in the range of 0 to 7) signi?es the speci?c bit in
the byte address. In a non-limiting example, a token ID
number is “12E45”, With the requested attribute in list
number 2, so that the numerical address is “x..x2l2E4”,
Where the attribute bit is the sixth rightmost bit in a byte.

authorized to qualify users and quantify users’ privileges.
Override, Override access listing: to perform an operator

65

the token to the authorized token-holder. Typically, person
alization of a token folloWs a manufacturer’s initialization

of a device, enabling personalization. Typically, Fortress
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Revocation (of a token): typically a permanent denial of privi

GB Ltd. issuing stations are operative to personalize con
tact and contactless con?gured smart cards.

lege or attribute. In a non-limiting example; When a token
is lost or stolen, or if the token-holder has been deprived of

Poster: a conventional sign or conventional poster With an

attached Wireless token typically of types used in contact
less smart cards With large non-volatile memories, opera

rights and privileges, the token is revoked in the list of the
5

tive to communicate With Wireless handheld communica

tors, terminals and token readers, e.g., mobile telephones
of types described in this document, to enable such users’
communicating devices to negotiate With said Wireless
poster tokens, and to doWnload from said poster tokens
relevant data and applications.
Predetermined number of bits (per Word): the size speci?ed

tokens have been denied entitlement. In a bit listing, a

revoked or rescinded token bit is signi?ed by a bit comple
mented from the un-revoked state. In a non-limiting
example; if a zero signi?es an un-revoked status, then a one

signi?es a revoked status.

Scalper: an individual Who buys quantities of entitlements to

for a Word, in bits. Typically this is the number of bits
assigned to each token ID in a listing. In an embodiment of

an event With the intent of reselling at an in?ated price. In

embodiments of the present invention Where subscription

the present invention, compact listings are utilized Wherein

tokens (Which typically contain many entitlements)

each token-holder’s attributes are stored in one Word. In the

replace physical subscription tickets, “scalping” is nearly

non-limiting case of byte lists, the predetermined number

impossible, as there Would have to be a trust betWeen the

of bits in the Word is eight.
Predetermined bit value: a value for a bit selected to be either
a “0” or a “1”. Bit values typically represent a binary

community of tokens. See Rescinding.
Revocation List: a listing of the community de?ning, Which

token oWner, the scalper and the scalper’s customer, to
20

assure that the token is returned to the token oWner after the

attribute, e. g., in a non-limiting example, a predetermined
bit value of “0” indicates that a token-holder is an expected

event. In embodiments of the present invention, the opera
tor pays the subscription holder an un-in?ated price for

attendee at an event. Accordingly, a “l” correspondingly
indicates that the token-holder is not an expected attendee
at the event. In this example, When the token-holder enters

his/her typically reduced price entitlement. The operator
then typically complements the token holder seller’s
25

the restricted area, the control-box Will typically comple
ment the “0” bit to a “1” bit. Thus, if the token is illicitly
“passed back” to a conspirator, Who Would then attempt to
use the token for a second illicit “passed back” entrance
into the restricted area, the control box Would recognize the

previously unentitled token holder, the operator either
complements the previously un-entitled token holder’s
30

conspirator as an unexpected attendee, and typically ?ash

entitlement bit or revocation attribute.
Section of gate entrances: one or more clusters of gates typi

cally corresponding to a closed section of reserved seats,

an alert signal to the steward.

groups of seats, or other arena amenities. Spectators are

Priority and privilege: equivalent terms referring to operator
authority’s time-variant certi?ed authorization of user sta
tus and privilege in a system relevant to authorized activi

entitlement or revocation attribute bit in at least one activity
list. When the operator resells the entitlement to a second,

35

typically alloWed access via prede?ned sections of gates.
Server, Computer NetWork Server: a (conceptually) central
computing system that regulates a site netWork, herein

ties in the system.
Priority List: a list of token ID’s associated With speci?ed

described in arena and university environments to serve as

attributes. E.g., suspect list, black list, invalidated list,
entitlement list, active list, active member list, expected

netWork, and optionally to contain supporting data bases.

guest list, and so forth. A priority list references index

a gateWay to the Internet, mobile and ?xed line telephone

40

numbers of closed group tokens. Indexing each token as a

single addressable bit, or single byte, enables accelerated
con?rmation of attribute for a particular token ID, and
typically, minimizes need for large memory resources in
off-line devices. A priority list is prepared from a central
database; typically, the accuracy is limited to an interval
prior to the time-stamped instant. A listing in a payment
terminal, a betting or point of sale terminal, or a door lock
in a university typically contains a revoked access listing
relevant to lost or stolen tokens, disquali?ed users, or
tokens suspect as counterfeit. See lists.

or crypto-controllers, see “Token”.

45

etc. Which are accumulated in a terminal device. In a non
55

computing device polls disbursed terminals to collect
Status: a condition or attribute of a user, a token, or a device

in the operator’s system. Non-limiting examples include:

clock devices, typically battery backed.
60

binary listing such a change is effected by complementing
an un-rescinded bit or an un-revoked bit; i.e., in a binary
notation, there is no difference betWeen un-rescinded or

attributes are typically authorized by proxies of the opera
tor.

limiting example, in a netWorked arena system, a central

croWd ?oW statistics.

access by terminals and locks With real time semiconductor

un-revoked, or, conversely, rescinded or revoked. Perma
nent or temporary denial decisions, relevant to speci?c

attendees, e.g., attendees With records or suspected of

unruly behavior.
Statistics, History ?le: concurrent and previously-collected
data relating to: negotiations, purchases, granted access,

Non-limiting examples include: a device Which is public

Rescinding (of a token): a temporary denial of rights. In a

Smart tokens, buttons, tags, tickets, etc.: see “Token”.
Statistics, CroWd: statistics on attendees collected by gate
cluster control boxes and analyzed in system servers, that
supply vital croWd movement data, to aid in on-time ini
tiation of events, to supply information to police, ?re
departments, system administrators relative to croWd

safety, to security controllers Who must pinpoint suspect
50

Property: an attribute or quality inherent in a user or to device.

key protected, a door-lock Which is off-line, a terminal
Which is on-line and battery backed, etc.
Range of Times: time intervals (time of day and date) recog
nized by terminal devices as privileged authorized times of

Smart Card: a conventional paper or plastic con?guration of
substantially the same size as a conventional plastic credit
card, With a semiconductor memory, With or Without CPU
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user status: subscriber, fan, patron, VIP, minor, etc.; token
status: revoked, lost, used once in this event, etc.; device
status: on-line, off-line, etc.
SteWard, Club SteWard: a user, direct employee, or indirect
employee, e.g., a contract Worker or volunteer Who typi
cally facilitates the How of attendees to their assigned seats,
aids and directs users to services, supplies services or prod
ucts to users, services off and on line access means, pre

